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This paper deals with the design of an expert system interface for system identification using the interactive identification package “Idpac”. The problem of system identification is well defined. There are several experts available in the area. Idpac and its commands are both general and well defined. The problem is large enough to be nontrivial, and at the same time not too large to be handled. Therefore this problem seems to be well fitted for an expert system solution.

The process of system identification is discussed, [1, 2]. Different matters, such as experiment planning, selection of model structure, parameter estimation methods and validation of results are mentioned, together with a brief description of the interactive program package Idpac. This program supports many useful identification methods, including spectral and correlation analysis and least squares and maximum likelihood fitting of parameters. Many services are offered, e.g. generation of signals, filtering, fast Fourier transforms, graphic plotting of data, etc. Idpac, as well as several other program packages, performing different tasks concerning automatic control, is built around the interaction module Intrac, which is a module and a language for implementing interaction. All the packages are written in Fortran. They have been developed at the Department of Automatic Control, Lund Institute of Technology, [3, 4].

The different user types discussed are the expert, the casual user, the beginner and the assistant. The knowledge and the needs of these user types are very different, and it is concluded that an expert interface should be able to handle these varying needs, and thus, be able to treat different users in different ways, [3].

An overview of the data types and representations needed in an expert interface for system identification is given. The data types are numerical data, and knowledge about many different things, such as the history, present condition and reliability of numerical data, prior knowledge about the process and the experiments performed, knowledge about Idpac and its internal states, and knowledge about the intelligent parts of the system, the knowledge base, the rules, what the system is able to do, etc.
The concept of knowledge representation frames is described, and an example of a frame system is given, [5, 6].

Production rules and techniques for administering them are illustrated by an example, where the function of a small system is described, [5]. The system is very small and primitive, and several enhancements to it are proposed. Tools such as a smart rule editor and methods for structuring the rule base are mentioned. Reasons for choosing an existing framework and the requirements are also discussed.

A short discussion of different interfaces is given. The concept of scripts, [7], is used to construct a command spy, a system that reads the user commands sent to Idpac, and tries to keep track of what the user is trying to do and how well he succeeds. The subjects of help systems, automatic documentation, command statistics and adaptivity to the user's needs are also mentioned, and this latter thing is pointed out as being quite important.

The overall structure of an expert interface for system identification is outlined, and a few different alternatives to split the implementation project into parts are also discussed. E.g. the interaction part called the command spy could be left out, or run by itself, or could the part of the system that keeps trace of the numerical data be implemented in isolation.

The demands of a framework for building an expert interface are stated. They include a powerful data structure, good interaction, flexibility, simplicity and speed. Some existing frameworks are described and found to be useful, although not perfect. The problems of designing a framework are briefly overviewed, and the conclusion is that it is probably best to experiment with one of the smaller, existing frameworks, and then either apply any changes needed to it, or pick parts from it in the process of constructing a new system.

A small set of rules for system identification has been developed and run on a test system. The development of the rules is described, and some examples of rules and runs are given. The rule base needed for running Idpac is much larger than the one implemented. At present there are 68 rules, taking care of five out of forty commands. Approximately 1000 rules are needed to cope with most of the things that Idpac currently is used for.

The paper also shows that the different parts of a knowledge based interface are rather loosely connected, so that they may be implemented and tested independently.

The main conclusion is that it indeed seems possible to develop an expert interface for Idpac, and that such a system would be a very useful asset.
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Program packages

IDPAC, SYNPAC, MODPAC, SIMNON, ...

Interactive, command driven

Written in FORTRAN, ~1970

Includes graphics
IDPAC commands

1. UTILITIES
   CONV
   DELET
   EDIT
   FHEAD
   FORMAT
   FTEST
   LIST
   MOVE
   TURN

2. GRAPHIC OUTPUT
   BODE
   HCOPY
   PLMAG
   PLOT

3. FREQUENCY RESPONSE OPERATIONS
   ASPEC
   CSPEC
   DFT
   FROP
   IDFT

4. TIME SERIES OPERATIONS
   ACOF
   CCOF
   CONC
   CUT
   INSI
   PICK
   SCLOP
   STAT
   TREND
   VCOP

5. SIMULATION AND MODEL ANALYSIS
   DETER
   DSIM
   FILT
   RANPA
   RESID
   SPTRF

6. IDENTIFICATION
   LS
   ML
   SQR
   STRUC
. IDPAC knows 40 commands

. Hard to use, (= arguments?)

. Hard to remember

. E.g.

   CONV \textit{out file} < \textit{in file} (1 3) 4 1
The result strongly depends on the user's knowledge.

Remedies: the help function, manuals

Help - gives only name and syntax

Manuals - too brief, hard to find (physically)
Demands on a good help system

* How to do a task

. When to use a command

. How to combine commands

. Intelligent defaults

. A goal related help function, help on methods, a dynamic (=fancy) help function
. Question and answer dialog

. Command style dialog

. We want something in between

. Normal command dialog, sometimes the help system comes into action

. The command spy

. Pop up menus?
. Systems identification is a well defined problem

. Experts are available

. Idpac is well fitted for the problem

. The problem is not trivial

. The problem is not too large

. An expert system solution seems to be possible
Building blocks

- Rule base
- Inference engine
- Script database
- Command spy
- File handler
- Interface to Idpac
Tools

- Lisp
- Prolog
- OPS5
Data validation rules

(rule dataval1
  (if
    (visual inspection ok)
    (not (trends present))
    (not (outliers present))
    (histogram ok))
  (then
    (data ok))))

(rule dataval2
  (if
    (trends are present))
  (then
    (command: TREND NEWDATA < DATA ORDER)
    (forget (trends are present))
    (not (trends present))))

(rule dataval3
  (if
    (outliers are present)
    (dataset is long))
  (then
    (command: partition data)
    (forget (outliers are present))
    (not (outliers present))))

(rule dataval4
  (if
    (outliers are present)
    (not (dataset is long))
  (then
    (command: interpolate)
    (data may be bad)
    (forget (outliers are present))
    (not (outliers present))))
Sample run

(Is this true: (visual inspection ok) ?) yes
(Is this true: (trends are present) ?) yes
(Rule dataval2 deduces: (command: 
   TREND NEWDATA < DATA ORDER))
(Rule dataval2 deduces: (forget (trends are present)))
(Rule dataval2 deduces: (not (trends present)))
(Is this true: (outliers are present) ?) yes
(Is this true: (dataset is long) ?) no
(Rule dataval4 deduces: (command: interpolate))
(Rule dataval4 deduces: (data may be bad))
(Rule dataval4 deduces: (forget (outliers are present)))
(Rule dataval4 deduces: (not (outliers present)))
(Is this true: (histogram ok) ?) yes
(Rule dataval1 deduces: (data ok))
Cross validation rules

(rule xval1
   (if
      (residuals available)
      (e1 and e2 uncorrelated)
      (e1 uncorrelated with u2)
      (e2 uncorrelated with u1)
      (parameters consistent with previous values))
   (then
      (form new sufficient statistic)
      (xval ok)))

(rule xval2
   (if
      (not (cross validation residuals are available)))
   (then
      (command: RESID e1 < PAR1 DATA2)
      (command: RESID e2 < PAR2 DATA1)
      (forget (not (cross validation residuals are available)))
      (residuals available))))
Sample run

(Is this true: (cross validation residuals are available) ?) no
(Rule xval6 deduces: (command: RESID e1 < PAR1 DATA2))
(Rule xval6 deduces: (command: RESID e2 < PAR2 DATA1))
(Rule xval6 deduces: (forget (not (cross validation residuals are available))))
(Rule xval6 deduces: (residuals available))
(Is this true: (e1 and e2 uncorrelated) ?) yes
(Is this true: (e1 uncorrelated with u2) ?) yes
(Is this true: (e2 uncorrelated with u1) ?) yes
(Is this true: (parameters consistent with previous values) ?) yes
(Rule xval1 deduces: (form new sufficient statistic))
(Rule xval1 deduces: (xval ok))
Conclusions

- A small feasibility studies
- Bookkeeping
- Saving computations
- Knowledge refinement
- We will proceed
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